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INT. WAREHOUSE NIGHT

The light from a street light outside the warehouse cast 
shadows from a steady rain onto the interior warehouse wall.

MARTIN KLESKO, impatient and stressed steps into the light.

KLESKO
They’re late.

STUART RICKENBACHER, outwardly collected and calm, sits in a 
rocking chair, a deck of cards in his hand. For every nervous 
tick Klesko exhibits Rickenbacher has a layer of cool. He 
idly flips a card from the deck in his hand.

The card lands in a fedora laying on the warehouse floor.

RICKENBACHER
Can’t be late.

KLESKO
What?

RICKENBACHER
The boss can’t be late. Boss is 
always on time. Their time. Klesko, 
grab a deck and sit.

Klesko paces and then sits. Richenbacher hands Klesko a deck 
of cards. The nervous man throws a card and misses. 

Richenbacher throws again. The card drops in the hat without 
touching the brim.

KLESKO
You know. I shoulda said no to this 
job.

Klesko can’t land a card to save his life. They bounce off 
the brim or miss entirely.

RICKENBACHER
They’ll be here.

The two throw again and again and again. Klesko missing, 
Rickenbacher hitting.

RICKENBACHER (CONT’D)
Boss’ll show.

KLESKO
That’s what you said. And you said 
it twice now. Makes me think you’re 
worried too.



RICKENBACHER
Don’t go thinking.

Rickenbacher is down to his last card. He throws just as 
Klesko throws. Rickenbacher’s card hits the brim of the hat, 
turns on it’s edge and falls to the ground. It lands face up, 
showing the Ace of Spades. Miracle of miracles, Klesko’s card 
lands in the hat.

Rickenbacher stares at his missed card.

KLESKO
Hey, Ricky, I got one.

The lights in the warehouse go out. Dim tinted light spills 
through a frosted back window. The shadows of the rain fall 
across the two men. A doorway light casts a shadow on the 
back wall. A figure steps into the light. The shadow of a gun 
in their hand.
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